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Input Widgets

Databases

Sockets / Threading

Classes

Dunder Methods



User Input - Widgets

Jupyter uses 'widgets' for visual 
interaction with users. Input can also be 
obtained through numerous different 
widget types:

• Text

• Dropdown

• Selection

• Buttons

• Sliders

• Checkboxes

• Etc...







Widgets Lab - Maybe

• Text input

• Dropdown input

• Button submission



Sockets / Threading

Network communication is achieved through the use of 
"sockets", which are IP-Port pairs. Using these, servers can 
specify their listening status, and clients can reach out to try 
and connect. Communication can also be done 
through either TCP or UDP connections, depending on the 
service you're attempting to communicate with.

Threading is the practice of splitting your program into 

threads. Each thread will run on its own, allowing 
private sessions of similar code to run at the same time.



Server code

Client code





Sockets / Threading lab

• Server startup

• Client connection

• Client interaction

• Client disconnect / server shutdown



Databases

Databases are the backbone of the information world; when you want easy access to data, as 
well as associations with other data, you want to look at using a database.

Databases provide organization and structure over your data, as well as allowing you to 
use special querying languages to access the specific data you want quickly and easily.

The two main types of databases are relational and non-relational, each with their own 
advantages and disadvantages, as well as slight changes in terminology and grammar. Python 
naturally supports SQLite3, a relational database.





Databases Lab

• Setup simple database

• Enter data

• Load data



Classes

Classes are used to organize data 
alongside functionality. A Class 
also represents a certain 'type' of 
data which may not be easily 
expressed with primitive types.

Since classes are so open-ended 

and have large creative bounds, 
examples will be best to illustrate 
what is meant:





Inheritance

Inheritance is the method of having "child" classes inherit from "parent" classes. This is 
how classes which are the same in many ways, but differ in a few, can maintain easy 
relationships and potential updates.

This also allows something called "abstraction"; when you're aware that whatever 
object you have will behave in a cewrtain way, but not specifically how it will be done, 
you're "abstracting". For instance, the difference between an Array and a LinkedList, 
when attempting to iterate.





Class Lab

• Car class

• Animal superclass

• Dog / Bird subclasses



Dunder Methods

'Dunder' means 'double underscore', referring to the characters that begin and end these 
types of functions

Dunder methods are usually meta in nature, that is, they refer to how the Class interacts 
with the program; for instance, determining how an object looks as a string, or how to 
compare your class for equality, etc.

The most common one is __init__, which is the constructor, but there are other prominent 
methods.





Dunder Methods Lab

• Modify previous class methods

• ( le, ge, neg )



Questions?


